Modernize Finserv
Workspaces with
VDI Solutions

Modernize Finserv workspaces with virtual desktop
infrastructure services using Wipro’s Virtuadesk, a
hybrid multi cloud managed workspace services
solution catering to the new normal.
Boost employee engagement and agility with
consistent end-to-end user experiences while
optimizing costs.
If you are like most CIOs, you are no stranger to IT
budget reductions and cost-cutting measures. While
the pandemic taught us that reducing costs is at
times essential for survival, this approach can get in
the way of your banking enterprise’s digital
transformation and long-term competitive
advantage.
CIOs leading the pack need to take a proactive
approach to cost management, redirecting budget
strategically to deliver higher value to business no
matter what comes their way.

Recalibrate your
remote working
strategic plan
Finserv CIOs adopted stop-gap solutions to maintain
operations and customer service in the initial phase
of the pandemic. Now, in recovery, they are taking a
step back and strategically looking at their digital
workplace transformation plans.

Wipro’s virtuadesk™
for remote and
virtual work
Financial services enterprises needing a desktop
virtualization solution can complete a rapid
employee access setup by managing compliant
desktop infrastructure through centralized
application delivery, real time monitoring, and 2x
better user experience with Wipro’s virtuadesk.
Whether you are exploring virtual desktop
infrastructure services for the first time or are an
existing digital workplace services customer, it is
important to consider scale and achieve IT business
alignment to prioritize critical functions, roles, and
regions for achieving desired business outcomes.
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Up and moving
forward
Regardless of your financial corporation's readiness
level, Wipro can help you migrate to a modern,
secure, scalable, digital workplace.
If you are exploring VDI for the first time, you should
consider:
Assessment phase – user profiling &
application analysis

Network and connectivity aspects

Application & data vs user
proximity analysis

Cloud allocation & hosting strategies

Security & end point strategy

User migration & change
management aspects

User experience &
performance management

ROI & TCO analysis

User adoption and change
management strategy

Persona based asset catalogues
and service management

If you already have an existing VDI setup:
Goal 1: To expand a moderate VDI setup
• Assessment of requirements and the existing VDI
control plane and subscriptions
• Consulting and expansion analysis
• Identify maturity level and recommendation
Goal 2: To modernize and transform your virtual
workspace
• Transformational roadmap through a joint
workshop
• Identify new and modern workspace use cases
• Capacity planning and forecasting
• Hybrid and multicloud strategy
• High availability and disaster recovery strategy

What analysts are
saying
In a 2021 report, Gartner, Inc., a leading research and
advisory company, named Wipro for its `Ability to
Execute and Completeness of Vision’. Gartner has
recognized Wipro as a Leader in their 2021 Magic
Quadrant for Managed Workplace Services.
Would you like to see Wipro virtuadesk™ in action?
Do schedule a live demo with us: ask.cis@wipro.com

With enterprise-grade security for protection against
data loss, Wipro’s virtuadesk is a sustainable, agile,
hybrid, modular long-term remote-working solution.
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading
global information technology,
consulting and business process
services company. We harness the
power of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics, cloud,
analytics and emerging technologies
to help our clients adapt to the digital
world and make them successful.
A company recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of services,

strong commitment to sustainability
and good corporate citizenship, we
have over 220,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across six
continents. Together, we discover
ideas and connect the dots to build a
better and a bold new future.

For more information,
please write to us at info@wipro.com

